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DIAGNOSTIC ‘PHASE’ 

 
 
 
Extract (1): DP7 <Depression> 
 
 

47.  D: okay (.) right (.) then        

48.    (1.0)        

49.    we:ll (.) ºahmº (.) I don think is: anything se::rious 

50.    (0.5) .hhh (0.5) 

51.    looking at what you’ve sa::id (.) the most likely cause is (.) 

52.    (1.0)  

53.    ºahmº maybe (.) a little depression 

54.    (.5) 

55.   P: e::rm?        

56.    (1.5) 

57.   D:  ye:s (.) a little bit of a depression there (.) I ºthinkº 

58.     (5) 

59.   P:  oh (.) yeah? (.) spose it ºmighº (.) but (.5)  

60.    ya ºumº sure? (.) 

61.    snot like ahm (.5) ºlikeº suicidal or anythin like ah said (1.0)  

62.    jus: a bit (.) ya know (.) run down  

63.    (1.5) 

64.  D:  ya::h (.) a lot of people do think that (.) ahm: (.) depression is just about  

65.    feeling really down and hopeless (.5) an a lot of the (.) time yes it is (.)  

66.    but ah: (.) ºwellº (.5) not a:lways 

67.    (1.5) 

68.   P:  uhuh?= 

69.   D:            =no (.5) you might just feel ahm (.) run down for a long time (.) 

70.    or low and just not well (.) like you said 

71.    (1.5) 

72.   P: ºri:ghº 

73.   (.5) 

74.    and I think the best explanation here is a:: little bit of depression 

75.    (1.0) 

76.   P:  right (.) ukay       

 

[Consultation moves on to discussion of treatment options.] 

 


